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CHARACTERISTICS  OF KRITHIKA/KARTHIGAI 

NAKSHATRAM

The third of 27 is the nakshatra of  Krithika also 

called Karthigai in Tamil. It belongs to the Aries –

Taurus zodiac sign. It spreads from 26°-40 to 30 -

0’ Aries to 30°00′ to 40°00′ Taurus.

In the night sky, Krithika nakshatra is visible as a 

cluster of six stars known as the Pleiades

Sanskrit Name: कृत्तिका (Krithika) comes from the 

Sanskrit word कृि (to cut). One meaning of 

Krithika is “the cutter,” indicating perceptivity, 

power, and a discerning nature.

DEITY ASSOCIATED WITH THE NAKSHATRAM : 

SRI SARAHANA BHAVA



SRI  SARAHANA(SARAVANA) BHAVA

Sarahana Bhava also commonly 

known as  Muruga, Subramanya, 

Karthikeya, Shanmuga or Skanda, is 

the son of Lord Shiva and his consort, 

Goddess Parvati. 

Legend has it that He is known s 

Saravana bhava because  he is the 

one who has emerged out from the 

powerful divine energy (Tejas) of Lord 

Shiva that was initially held by Agni 

(Fire God) and dropped into the holy 

Ganga (Ganges) that was later pushed 

into a lake called Saravana and 

shoved to the reedy bushes on its 

bank.

Saravana lake is believed to be the 

makeover of the divine mother 

Goddess Parvathi. Saravana Bhava 
means one who was born in reeds or 
near tall woody perennial grasses.. 
Bhava means born.

He is a unique Godhead, who is a rare 

combination of matchless valor and 

supreme, divine intelligence. He 

remains as the core of all the divine 

energies and is believed to lead one 

towards spiritual evolution. 

Sometimes, he is shown with six faces 

and 12 hands, carrying different 

weapons, which include sword, mace, 

javelin, discus, bow, etc. His mount 

peacock and a snake always accompany 

him. At times, he is also depicted along 

with his two consorts – Deivanai and 

Valli..

Om Saravana bhavaya 

namah

.

Lord Murugan is worshiped 

with the “6 letter mantra: Sa 

Ra Va Na Ba Va”. Each of the 

6 syllables is dedicated to 

the 6 faces of Lord Muruga. 

Each night of the 6 Days of 

Muruga will be dedicated to 

invoking the power and 

energy of one of the 

syllables.

SA – Attracts the perfect 

people you need to your door

RA – Brings Instant Material 

Wealth you desire

VA – (Va is also said as “Ha”) 

– Destroys competition, 

diseases and debts

NA – Dissuades enemies, 

completely stops problems 

before they arise

BA – Magnetic Attraction 

through Charm and Charisma

VA – Stops Negativity 

Altogether and influence 

from all bad planets



CHARACTERISTICS  OF PEOPLE BORN IN 

KARTHIGAI/KRITIKA NAKSHATRAM

It means “the 

Cutter”
Symbol: Razor, 

Axe/Flame

Indication: 

Fire

Star Energy

Dahana Shakti 

(power to burn and 

purify)

Controlling 

Planet:  Sun

Ruling 

Deity of 

Sun is 

Shiva

Mode: ActiveGender: Female Guna :Rajas



CHARACTERISTICS  OF PEOPLE BORN IN 

KARTHIGAI/KRITIKA NAKSHATRAM

Bird: Peacock 

Animal : Female 

Sheep

Tree:Fig

Color : 

yellow/brown

Ganam /Nature: 

Rakshasa
Dosha : Kapha Element : 

Earth

Beeja sounds : 

Ah, Ee, Oo, Ay

Disposition : 

Sharp and soft

Related Planets

Mars, as ruler of 

the Aries

Venus, as the ruler 

of Taurus;

Moon gets exlated 

in the 1st pada of 

Krittika



CHARACTERISTICS  OF PEOPLE BORN IN 

KARTHIGAI/KRITIKA NAKSHATRAM

Krithika natives are known for their fiery energy 

and passion. They possess a strong willpower and 

are not easily deterred by obstacles. However, 

they may sometimes struggle with anger 

management issues due to their intense energy.

Kritika Nakshatra individuals possess strong 

leadership qualities and are natural born 

leaders. They are confident and self-assured, 

and have the ability to inspire and motivate 

others. They have a strong sense of purpose 

and direction in life, and are not afraid to take 

risks to achieve their goals.

. They have a deep sense of justice and 

fairness. They have a strong moral 

compass and are not afraid to stand up 

for what they believe in. They possess a 

strong sense of right or wrong,and may 

sometimes be perceived as stubborn or 

inflexible.

Kritika Nakshatra individuals have a natural 

inclination towards spiritual seeking. They 

are deeply interested in exploring the 

mysteries of the universe and may be drawn 

towards spiritual practices such as 

meditation, yoga, or astrology.

They value their independence and self-

reliance. They are not afraid to take charge 

of their own lives and make their own 

decisions. They are comfortable being 

alone and may sometimes struggle with 

intimacy and emotional vulnerability.



Vishnu Sahasranama Stotram slokas for  

KARTHIGAI NAKSHATRAM INDIVIDUALS

Karthigai I padam

Ishvaro Vikrami Thanvi Medavi Vikrma 

Kramaha

Anuththamo Durãdarsha Kruthangya Kruthi-

Raathmavan 

Karthigai II

Suresha Sharnam Sharma Vishva Retha 

Prajabhvaha

Ahath Samvathsaro Wyallaha Prathyas 

Sarvadharshanaha 

                          Karthigai III Padam

Ajas Sarvesh Varas Sidhas Sidhi Sarva Dhiru 

Chithaha

Vrusha Gabhir Meyathma Sarva Yoga 

Vinisruthaha

 

Karthigai IV Padam

Vasur Vasumanas Sathya Samãthmã 

Sammitha-Samaha

Amoga Pundarikaksho Vrushkarma 

Vrushakruthihi



Benefits of Performing Pooja Karthigai Nakshatra Devatas

3. Shiva emerged as Sri Kathra Jyoti Peruman and Goddess 

Parvati arose from the gold tender coconut as Sri Tungabala 

Sthanambighai. Karthika Sundareswarar has the ability to 

produce six brilliant lights known as Karthigam light, through 

which Lord Muruga originated.

4 Those born under Krittika nakshatra should offer ghee lamps 

in earthen pots and silk clothes to the poor people at the 

temple. As the star Krittika gained its brightness at this shrine, 

offering prayers on the Krittika star day brings prosperity.

1. The sacred temple that 

resonates with the 

Karthigai  nakshatra is 

Sri Ghatra Sundareswarar 

Temple located in a 

village called 

Mayiladuthurai  in Tamil 

Nadu, India. 

2. Those born under 

Krithika star should visit 

this temple as frequently 

as possible.

Karthigai natives, your incense is made 

with the herb Fig as prescribed by the 

Vedas.

Burning one of these pillars is like 

performing a mini fire ritual for that 

particular star formation. For your 

specific Birthstar, you will be able to 

connect inwardly to your planet of 

energetic origin and gain support with 

the positive aspects that are you.
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SRI BALA THUNAI
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